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Join the KCS community for Knowledge-Centered Service content, conversations and connections. 
● KCS Implementation challenges and best practices 
● Getting started with a KCS Adoption 
● Tools and services available to help with your KCS Journey  

 
 

Agenda 

Time Topic Outcome 

8:00 Breakfast Start the conversation 

9:00 Welcome Welcome and introductions. Melissa George, KCS Academy 

 9:30 Overview and Benefits of 
KCS 

Increase customer satisfaction and loyalty, employee 
productivity, and resolve issues faster by implementing a 
knowledge management strategy.  KCS seeks to reuse, improve, 
and - if it doesn't exist - create knowledge as a by-product of 
interaction. Just as the Agile development methodology has 
replaced the waterfall model in development organizations, KCS 
is replacing the waterfall model of content or documentation 
development. KCS is "agile knowledge management."  Melissa 

George, KCS Academy 

 10:15 Break  

 10:30 KCS at Red Hat Red Hat has been doing KCS for more than 10 years. They  will 
be sharing how KCS is part of their business and service 
strategy, the benefits and the challenges they have encountered 
along the way.  Marco Bill-Peter, Red Hat 

11:30 KCS v6 Verified and 
Aligned tools 

Tools and services available to help with your KCS Journey - 
Heléne Källgården - ComAround 

Noon Lunch  Table topics available. 

1:00 Getting Started with KCS 
Adoption 

KCS has been in development for more than 20 years, and is 
recognized as a knowledge management best practice.  Learn 
about the first steps, overcome the challenges, and achieve the 
benefits of knowledge-sharing and reuse. Case studies of (not 
quite) successful adoptions. Kai Altenfelder, pro accessio, 

Marcel Draheim, Signavio, and Marcus Johnsson, Signavio 
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2:00 Break  

2:15 KCS Memory Game Review of KCS concepts 

2:45 KCS powered by 
RightAnswers 

User case study on how KCS Verified  tool RightAnswers enables 
organizations to provide the right answers to the right people at 
the right time through a centralized knowledge repository that 
powers all support channels. Computacenter,  Laura Yeomans, 

RightAnswers 

3:30 KCS and Artificial 
Intelligence 

Overview of what Consortium members are doing AI and KCS. 
Melissa George, Consortium 

4:00 The KCS Community, 
Resources, and 
Certification 

How to get involved, and resources available to support you on 
the KCS journey. 

4:30 Adjourn   

4:30- 
5:30 

Cocktail reception The conversation continues 

 
Thanks to our sponsors: 
 

 
pro-accessio is a management consultancy helping tech companies in start-up or change 
mode to develop and implement the required strategies in order to grow. The team of 
seasoned consultants focus on process and project management as well as on 
organizational change management. They help their clients to advance their 
competitiveness by strengthening customer orientation and service quality. In the 
German speaking countries, pro accessio is the only provider of certified KCS trainings 
and certification. 

 
 
RightAnswers improves customer service and IT support through knowledge 
management software and self-service portals that are KCS v6 Verified. It enables you to 
provide the right answers to the right people at the right time through a centralized 

knowledge repository that powers all your support channels. More than 70 KCS processes are built into RightAnswers products and 
workflows. KCS training and certification is available from RightAnswers through their Certified Trainers authorized by the KCS 
Academy. RightAnswers educates clients on KCS best practices through its complimentary Customer Success program. 

 
 

The Consortium for Service Innovation is a non-profit alliance of service and support 
organizations focused on innovation around customer engagement, productivity, and 
success.  Members create and maintain innovative operational models - including KCS! 
- through a process of collective thinking and experience. The Consortium’s work 
integrates academic research and emerging business trends with members’ operational 

perspectives. The results are new strategies and models that improve the customer experience.  The KCS Academy is a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of the Consortium. 
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